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THOROUGHBRED RACING S.A. LIMITED 
STIPENDIARY STEWARDS' REPORT 

Report on Race Meeting held at Morphettville Racecourse 
by the South Australian Jockey Club on Saturday, 18 April 2020 

 

Stewards: J. Petzer (Chairman), M. Santoro (MT), A. Milne (HT) (Stewards) & E. Tickner (F) 
(Cadet Steward), D. Jonas, A. Bittner, R. Seneca, K. Rayson & L. Martin (Deputy 
Stewards), Dr P. Horridge, Dr B. Agnew  & H. Lewis (Veterinary Surgeons) 

 

TRACK:  Good 4                       (Track with some give in it)          
  
RAIL:   Out 10 metres 1200 metres to winning post, 5 metres 2000 metres to 1800 metres and 8 

metres remainder 

WEATHER: Overcast 
 
RIDER CHANGES: 

Race Horse Rider Replaced By Reason 
2 COBBERS MATE S. Fawke  Late declaration 
4 ALWAYS THE KING R. Hurdle  Notified - Emergency 
6 EVERDAY LADY T. Pannell L. Neindorf Dual engagement 
7 GARVOC “ G. Cartwright           “ 
7 CALYPSO REIGN R. Hurdle  Notified - Emergency 
8 ZOULAH L. Neindorf E. Boyd Dual engagement 

 
------------------------------------ 

 
RACE 1: TERRY HOWE PRINTING HANDICAP - 1050 Metres  
 
YULE MY HERO (C. Jones) - rider was questioned regarding to her failure to ride the gelding out 
to the end of the race. Rider pleaded guilty to a charge under AR131(b) for failing to ride her mount 
out to the finish in particular over the concluding three stages. In determining penalty, Stewards 
had regard for the fact that her lack of riding over the final three strides of the event may have 
resulted in this horse not obtaining fifth place, and in the circumstances fined her $250. A post-
race veterinary examination revealed no visible abnormalities. 
  
EXTRA TIME (J. Holder) - had difficulty obtaining clear running from inside the 400 metres until 
inside the 200 metres. Laid in from near the entrance to the straight until inside the 200 metres. 
 
REGAL TRIUMPH (S. Cahill) - awkward and slow to begin. 
  
VANCOUVER VELVET ( T. Voorham) - near the 200 metres when improving its position to the 
inside of SHE’S ALL SPICE, was obliged to be steadied when taken in by SHE’S ALL SPICE as that 
horse rolled in. As a consequence VANCOUVER VELVET was inconvenienced for a number of 
strides.  
 
STRIKES AGAIN (D. Tourneur) - a post-race veterinary examination revealed the colt to be lame 
in the near foreleg. Trainer, Mr R. Moore, was advised that a Veterinary Certificate of Fitness was 
required prior to a future Approval to Race Jump-Out, trial or race start.  
  
CINDERELLA (J. Toeroek) - raced wide without cover in the early stages of the event.  A post-
race veterinary examination revealed no visible abnormalities. 
  
BARACONI (G. Cartwright) - raced keenly in the early stages of the event. 
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RACE 1: TERRY HOWE PRINTING HANDICAP - 1050 Metres (Cont’d) 
 
CLEO BAY (D. Caboche) - raced greenly in the straight. 
 
SHE'S ALL SPICE (R. Hurdle) - rolled in near the 200 metres. Rider reminded of his obligations to 
keep his mounts on a straight course. 
  
ZAKHEERA (P. Gatt) - became fractious and reared as the gates were released, severely 
unbalancing its rider. As a consequence, the filly was unable to begin on terms and did not take 
any competitive part in the event. A post-race veterinary examination revealed no visible 
abnormalities. 
  
Correct weight was delayed to allow P. Gatt (ZAKHEERA) and Mr T & Mr C. McEvoy, the Co-
Trainers of the filly, to view the vison of the start. After viewing the vision, interviewing the starter 
Mr M. Patton and acting under AR204, Stewards determined that ZAKHEERA be declared a 
runner. Stewards formed a view that the filly’s predicament at the start was as a consequence of 
its own barrier manners. Mr T. McEvoy was advised the filly would be required to prove tractable 
in an Approval to Race Jump Out prior to accepting for a future race. 
 
 
 
RACE 2: BLAZE AID SA HANDICAP - 2500 Metres  
 
FRANKED (GB) (T. Pannell) - held up for clear running from near the 400 metres until inside the 
200 metres and near the 200 metres shifted out to improve and in doing so crossed the running 
of BUSKER’S BALLAD, which had to be steadied to avoid that horse’s heels. Rider was severely 
reprimanded and advised to only shift ground when entitled to do so. 
  
LOOKING AROUND (NZ) (P. Gatt) - a little awkward to begin.  Obliged to shift wider on the track 
near the 200 metres to obtain clear running. 
  
MASTER OF ZERPRISE (B. Vorster) - a post-race veterinary examination revealed no visible 
abnormalities. 
  
BUSKER'S BALLAD (D. Tourneur) - inside the 200 metres was obliged to be steadied when 
crossed by FRANKED (GB), which shifted out to improve. 
 
HASTA LA BULLET (E. Finnegan) - laid in, in the straight.  
 
STEELCAPSTILETTOS (G. Cartwright) - Trainer Mr G. Young advised Stewards prior to the event 
of a change in tactics in that he would instruct his rider to settle back in the field. A post-race 
veterinary examination revealed no visible abnormalities. 
 
COBBERS MATE (S. Fawke) - lost its off hind plate during the event. 
  
DESERT MINTY (K. Crowther) - raced very keenly in the middle stages of the event.  Had difficulty 
obtaining clear running from near the entrance to the straight when racing behind SEARAVEN 
and to the outside of  TURF MAN and was unable to improve into a tight run between these two 
runners from inside the 200 metres and consequently was untested to the line. 
 
SEARAVEN (J. Potter) - raced wide without cover from inside the 1000 metres for a short 
distance. 
  
 
RACE 3: TAB HANDICAP - 1600 Metres  
 
CHAROSSA (J. Holder) - raced wide without cover throughout the event. Laid in under pressure 
in the straight.  A post-race veterinary examination revealed no visible abnormalities. 
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RACE 3: TAB HANDICAP - 1600 Metres  (Cont’d) 
 
GIGGLON (C. Jones) - rider pleaded guilty to a charge under AR132(7)(a)(ii) for using her whip on 
more than five occasions prior to the 100 metres and was reprimanded. A post-race veterinary 
examination revealed the gelding to be lame in the near foreleg. Trainer, Ms S. Jaensch, was 
advised that a Veterinary Certificate of Fitness was required prior to a future Approval to Race 
Jump Out, trial or race start.  
  
PRETTY GLASS (P. Gatt) - laid in under pressure in the straight.  A post-race veterinary 
examination revealed no visible abnormalities. 
 
 
RACE 4: AAMI HANDICAP - 1600 Metres  
 
DIAMOND TYCOON (T. Voorham) - lost its near fore plate during the event. 
 
JOURNICA (J. Holder) - awkward to begin, shifted out at the start onto WITCH KID, which was 
taken out onto ALWAYS THE KING, which was tightened. Approaching the 100 metres was 
obliged to race in restricted room between MAGAZINE (NZ) to its inside and LISETTE to its 
outside as MAGAZINE (NZ) shifted out slightly away from WITCH KID, which shifted out and as 
LISETTE shifted in slightly under riding.  As a consequence JOURNICA was obliged to be checked 
and became severely unbalanced, shifted about and contacted the hindquarters of MAGAZINE 
(NZ), which became unbalanced when tightened between JOURNICA and WITCH KID. A post-
race veterinary examination revealed no visible abnormalities. 
 
LISETTE (T. Pannell) - shifted in slightly over the concluding stages and tightened JOURNICA onto 
MAGAZINE (NZ), rider reminded of his obligations when his mounts commence to shift ground. 
  
MAGAZINE (NZ) (L. Neindorf) - over the concluding stages shifted out and away from WITCH 
KID, which shifted out onto JOURNICA and as a consequence contacted JOURNICA, which was 
tightened by LISETTE when taken in. As a further consequence MAGAZINE (NZ) became 
unbalanced when its hindquarters was contacted by JOURNICA.  A post-race veterinary 
examination revealed no visible abnormalities. 
  
WITCH KID (J. Toeroek) - taken out shortly after the start onto ALWAYS THE KING. Over the 
concluding stages shifted out and away from SACRED LASS (NZ), which improved to its inside. 
Just prior to the winning post was obliged to race in restricted room as SACRED LASS (NZ) shifted 
out under riding. 
 
CALL ME HERBIE (A. Jordsjo) - over-raced in the early stages of the event and raced wide without 
cover. 
  
SACRED LASS (NZ) (K. Crowther) - underwent a pre-race veterinary examination on arrival at the 
barriers and was passed fit to race. Awkward to begin. Raced keenly in the early stages of the 
event. Held up for clear running from shortly after the entrance to the straight until approaching 
the 100 metres where it was obliged to shift in to obtain clear running.  Thereafter, over the 
concluding stages, shifted out and briefly tightened WITCH KID, which was obliged to race in 
restricted room. Rider reminded of her obligations when her mounts commence to shift ground. 
 
ALWAYS THE KING (R. Hurdle) - tightened shortly after the start. 
 
 
RACE 5:  HOLDFAST INSURANCE HANDICAP - 1050 Metres  
 
BENZ (C. Jones) - near the 700 metres shifted in slightly and momentarily tightened ROCK 
HARBOUR, which was inconvenienced. A post-race veterinary examination revealed no visible 
abnormalities. 
 
MISTER MOGUL (G. Cartwright) - began awkwardly, shifted in and contacted BAYOU. A post-race 
veterinary examination revealed no visible abnormalities. 
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RACE 5:  HOLDFAST INSURANCE HANDICAP - 1050 Metres (Cont’d) 
 
DEBT COLLECTOR (B. Vorster) - near the 150 metres was obliged to alter course to the inside of 
MUM’S MY HERO, which shifted out and away from RIZSKI, which shifted out. 
  
MUM'S MY HERO (T. Voorham) - near the 150 metres was taken wider by RIZSKI, which shifted 
out. 
 
NON PAEAR (S. Cahill) - inconvenienced over the concluding stages of the event by GOODGEE, 
which shifted out under pressure. A post-race veterinary examination revealed the mare to be 
lame in the near hind leg with an abrasion to the near hind fetlock. Trainer Mr C. Diplock was 
advised a Veterinary Certificate of Fitness would be required prior to presenting the horse for a 
future Approval to Race Jump Out, trial or race. 
 
BAYOU (L. Neindorf) - awkward to begin and contacted by MISTER MOGUL, which shifted in. 
 
STAR HILLS (E. Finnegan) - rider pleaded guilty to a charge under AR132(7)(a)(ii) for using her 
whip on more than five occasions prior to the 100 metres and was reprimanded. 
 
RIZSKI (P. Gatt) - near the 150 metres shifted out to improve taking MUM’S MY HERO wider. 
 
ROCK HARBOUR (J. Toeroek) - near the 700 metres was momentarily tightened by BENZ, which 
shifted in slightly. 
 
GOODGEE (A. Jordsjo) - over the concluding stages shifted out under pressure and 
inconvenienced NON PAEAR. Rider reminded of her obligations when her mounts commence to 
shift ground. 
 
 
RACE 6:  FURPHY R N IRWIN STAKES - 1100 Metres  
 
The start of this event was delayed approximately two minutes. 

GYTRASH (J. Holder) - laid in from shortly after the entrance to the straight and near the 200 
metres shifted in taking SUNLIGHT in for a number of strides. 
 
VIRIDINE (P. Gatt) - became fractious after being loaded into its barrier stall and was removed. 
Underwent a pre-race veterinary examination and was passed fit to race.  
 
KEMALPASA (J. Toeroek) - rider explained he was comfortable with his position in the early stages 
of the event but form near the 600 metres when attempting to improve his position, the gelding 
was under pressure and failed to respond to his riding and was disappointing. A post-race 
veterinary examination revealed no visible abnormalities. 
  
PARSIFAL (NZ) (T. Pannell) - a post-race veterinary examination revealed no visible abnormalities. 
  
SUNLIGHT ( B. Vorster) - raced keenly in the early stages of the event. Near the 200 metres was 
taken off its course slightly when taken in by GYTRASH, which laid in and shifted in. 
  
 
RACE 7: WINNING EDGE PRESENTATIONS REDELVA STAKES - 1100 Metres  
 
SUN CITY (S. Cahill) - very awkward to begin. A post-race veterinary examination revealed no 
visible abnormalities. 
 
TENLEY (J. Toeroek) - a post-race veterinary examination revealed the filly to be lame in the near 
foreleg. Trainer, Mr J. Cummings, was advised that a Veterinary Certificate of Fitness was required 
prior to a future Approval to Race Jump Out,  trial or race start.  
 
LI'L KONTRA (D. Tourneur) - shifted in near the 100 metres to obtain clear running and 
momentarily inconvenienced GARVOC. 
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RACE 7: WINNING EDGE PRESENTATIONS REDELVA STAKES - 1100 Metres (Cont’d) 
 
GARNER (J. Holder) - contacted at the start and laid in from near the 200 metres. 
 
ROCCABASCERANA (T. Pannell) - raced keenly in the early stages of the event. Near the 200 
metres shifted in and away from XILONG, which was inclined to lay in and shifted in. 
 
XILONG (B. Vorster) - raced wide without cover throughout the event. Inclined to lay in near the 
200 metres for a short distance. 
 
SIZZLEFLY (K. Crowther) - had difficulty obtaining clear running from near the entrance to the 
straight until inside the 200 metres. 
 
LUNAR LIGHT (L. Neindorf) - awkward to begin, shifted in and contacted GARNER. 
 
GARVOC (G. Cartwright) - over raced in the early stages and inside the 100 metres was 
momentarily inconvenienced when awkwardly placed outside the heels of HEARTY LASS after 
being taken in slightly by LI’L KONTRA, which shifted in to improve. 
 
HANKSTAR (E. Finnegan) - laid in, in the straight. 
 
 
RACE 8: SCHWEPPERVESCENCE STAKES - 1800 Metres  
 
LA FALAISE (R. Hurdle) - rider reported the filly laid in, in the straight. 
 
ASIAGO (G. Cartwright) - Trainer Mr J. Cummings advised Stewards prior to the event of a change 
of tactics being that he would instruct his rider to ride the filly more quietly from its wide barrier. 
A post-race veterinary examination revealed no visible abnormalities. 
 
MEUSE (J. Toeoek) - contacted at the start and taken out onto SPHERA. Rider reported the filly 
raced keenly in the early stages.  
 
VEGAS JEWEL (NZ) (J. Holder) - after laying in, in the early part of the straight, when improving 
its position from inside the 300 metres was unable to establish a run between MEUSE and 
WALKING FLYING (NZ) and as a consequence was obliged to alter course to the outside of 
MEUSE in an attempt to obtain clear running. Shortly thereafter VEGAS JEWEL (NZ) became held 
up and was unable to improve into a run between MEUSE and ORIENTAL LILY and was then 
obliged to alter course to the inside of MEUSE in a further attempt to obtain clear running but was 
unable to do so when awkward between the heels of MEUSE and ZOULAH. As a consequence 
VEGAS JEWEL (NZ) was untested in the straight from the 300 metres to the finish.   A post-race 
veterinary examination revealed the filly was galloped on, on its near hind hock (over flexor 
tendons). First aid administered. Trainer, Mr M. Kavanagh, was advised that a Veterinary Certificate 
of Fitness was required prior to a future trial or race start.  
 
  
WINGS OF PASTRAMI (S. Fawke) - began awkwardly and shifted out at the start. 
  
SNAPDANCER ( T. Pannell) - raced keenly in the early stages of the event. 
 
ORIENTAL LILY (K. Zechner) - rider reported the filly was under pressure from the entrance to 
the straight and was disappointing in its finish. A post-race veterinary examination revealed no 
visible abnormalities. 
 
REALM OF FLOWERS (D. Tourneur) - rider pleaded guilty to a charge under AR132(7)(a)(ii) for 
using his whip on more than five occasions prior to the 100 metres and was reprimanded. A post-
race veterinary examination revealed no visible abnormalities. 
 
ZOULAH (E. Boyd) - tightened shortly after the start and lost its position when taken out by 
WALKING FLYING (NZ), which was taken out by WINGS OF PASTRAMI and as a consequence 
ZOULAH contacted  EDINBURGH. 
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RACE 8: SCHWEPPERVESCENCE STAKES - 1800 Metres (Cont’d) 
 
UNDER MY SPELL (E. Finnegan) - awkward to begin, shifted out and contacted LA FALAISE, 
which was taken out onto SPHERA. 
 
SPHERA (J. Potter) - inconvenienced at the start. When questioned regarding his instructions, 
rider advised that he was instructed to allow the filly to find its own rhythm and not to encourage 
her in the early stages of the event. He stated he allowed the filly to find its own stride, improved 
into a forward position and led as per the horse’s most recent racing pattern. However, he stated 
he was unaware of the lead he established on the field in the middle stages of the event but added 
he had not encouraged his mount to extend its lead and it had done so on its own accord but was 
also conscious not to restrain the filly as he was concerned it may become very ungenerous when 
being restrained.  He added the filly did not finish the event off in the straight and was inclined to 
lay out under pressure. A post-race veterinary examination revealed no visible abnormalities. 
 
EDINBURGH (J. Maund) - contacted shortly after the start. 
  
WALKING FLYING (NZ) (L. Neindorf) - taken out at the start by WINGS OF PASTRAMI, which was 
taken out as a consequence and shifted out onto ZOULAH. 
 
 
RACE 9: ADELAIDE FESTIVAL OF RACING 2-16 MAY HANDICAP - 1200 Metres  
 
POET'S LANDING (NZ) (P. Gatt) - approaching the 1000 metres was tightened when taken in by 
SCHILLDORA as that horse was crossed and taken in by COSMIC AWARD, which shifted in. As a 
consequence POET’S LANDING was tightened between the heels of SCHILLDORA and EQUUS 
D'ORO had to be checked and lost its position. A post-race veterinary examination revealed no 
visible abnormalities. 
  
ENKI (S, Cahill) - A post-race veterinary examination revealed no visible abnormalities. 
  
FLOP (J. Holder) - near the 800 metres, when crossed by LASSITER, which was hampered by 
MISS JANE, as that horse shifted in, became awkward on the heels of LASSITER and was obliged 
to alter course to that horse’s outside to avoid its heels. Unable to obtain clear running from near 
the entrance to the straight until near the 200 metres where it was obliged to shift out to obtain 
clear ground. Rider reported after obtaining clear ground the mare was disappointing in its 
finishing effort. 
 
MISS JANE (G. Cartwright) - near the 800 metres shifted in taking the running of LASSITER, which 
was obliged to be restrained to avoid the heels of that horse. As a consequence FLOP had to alter 
course to avoid the heels of LASSITER. Rider pleaded guilty to a charge of careless riding under 
AR131(a) in that she shifted ground when insufficiently clear and was suspended from riding in 
races for a period to commence at midnight on Sunday, 19 April and to conclude at midnight on 
Sunday, 26 April 2020; a period of three meetings. 
  
COSMIC AWARD (L. Neindorf) - approaching the 1000 metres shifted in to take up a more forward 
position and after initially taking SCHILLDORA on an inward course, took that horse’s running 
resulting in SCHILLDORA having no option but to be restrained and shifted in onto  POET’S 
LANDING (NZ). As a consequence POET’S LANDING (NZ) was tightened onto EQUUS D’ORO, 
had to be checked and lost its position. Rider pleaded guilty to a charge of careless riding under 
AR131(a) in that he shifted ground when insufficiently clear and was suspended from riding in 
races for a period to commence at midnight on Saturday, 25 April and to conclude at midnight on 
Saturday, 2 May 2020;  a period of three meetings. 
 
SCHILLDORA (J. Toeroek) - tightened and taken in near the 1000 metres by COSMIC AWARD, 
which shifted in and as a consequence shifted in onto POET’S LANDING (NZ) tightening that horse 
onto EQUUS D’ORO. 
  
LASSITER (B. Vorster) - near the 800 metres when crossed by MISS JANE was obliged to be  
restrained to avoid that horse’s heels.  A post-race veterinary examination revealed no visible 
abnormalities. 
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PRE-RACE BLOOD SAMPLES (29): 
Blood samples were taken from the following horses for, but not limited to, TCO2 purposes: 
 
Race 2 - RITRATTO, LOOKING AROUND (NZ), MASTER OF ZERPRISE 
Race 3 - CHAROSSA, HANDSOME RETURN (NZ), PRETTY GLASS 
Race 4 - LISETTE, MAGAZINE (NZ) 
Race 5 - MISTER MOGUL, DEBT COLLECTOR, MUM’S MY HERO 
Race 6 - GYTRASH, HOME OF THE BRAVE (IRE), VIRIDINE, KEMALPASA, PARSIFAL (NZ), 

SUNLIGHT 
Race 7 - TENLEY, GARNER, ROCCABASCERANA, XILONG, SIZZLEFLY, GARVOC 
Race 8 - ASIAGO, MEUSE, VEGAS JEWEL (NZ), WINGS OF PASTRAMI, SNAPDANCER, REALM 

OF FLOWERS 
 

---------------------------------------- 
 
ROUTINE SWAB SAMPLES (9): 
 
Race 1 - THERESABEARINTHERE (winner) 
Race 2 - FRANKED (GB) - (winner) 
Race 3 - ROSELLI STING (winner) 
Race 4 - LOVE FROM LUCY (winner) 
Race 5 - MUM'S MY HERO (winner) 
Race 6 - GYTRASH (winner) 
Race 7 - GARNER (winner) 
Race 8 - SILENT SOVEREIGN (winner) 
Race 9 - ONE MORE JACK (winner) 
 

---------------------------------------- 
 

 

 
 

SUMMARY 

FINES Race 1 - C. Jones (YULE MY HERO) - AR131(b) - Fined $250 - Failed 
to ride mount out to the finish. 

SEVERE REPRIMANDS Race 2 - T. Pannell (FRANKED (GB)) - AR131(a) - Careless Riding. 
REPRIMANDS Race 3 - C. Jones (GIGGLON) - AR132(7)(a)(ii)[+1] - Whip offence. 

Race 5 - E. Finnegan (STAR HILLS) - AR132(7)(a)(ii)[+2] - Whip 
offence. 
Race 8 - D. Tourneur (REALM OF FLOWERS) - AR132(7)(a)(ii)[+1] - 
Whip offence. 

SUSPENSIONS Race 9 - G. Cartwright (MISS JANE) - AR131(a) - Careless riding - 
From midnight 19/4/20 and to conclude at midnight 26/4/20 - 3 
meetings. 
Race 9 - L. Neindorf (COSMIC AWARD) -  AR131(a) - Careless riding 
- From midnight 25/4/20 and to conclude at midnight 2/5/20 - 3 
meetings. 

HORSE ACTIONS Race 1 - ZAKHEERA - Suspended - Required to prove tractable in 
an Approval to Race Jump Out  prior to accepting for a future race 
- Fractious in barrier (Barrier manners). 
Race 1 - STRIKES AGAIN - Not to race – Vet Cert of Fitness 
required prior to future trial or race - Lame near foreleg. 
Race 3 - GIGGLON - Not to race – Vet Cert of Fitness required prior 
to future trial or race - Lame near foreleg. 
Race 5 - NON PAEAR - Not to race – Vet Cert of Fitness required 
prior to future trial or race - Lame near hind leg. 
Race 7 - TENLEY - Not to race – Vet Cert of Fitness required prior to 
future trial or race - Lame near foreleg. 
Race 8 - VEGAS JEWEL (NZ) - Not to race – Vet Cert of Fitness 
required prior to future trial or race - Near hind hock galloped on 

MEDICAL CLEARANCE Nil 


